MDF Italia’s Salone features four brand new products, that are very different in terms of shape and function, but show the same strong identity: geometric lines and composition balance.

The Qubit project by Victor Vasilev – whose name pays tribute to the quantum theory and its unit of measure – is a new sign supplementing MDF Italia’s collection. The geometry of this bookshelf system is similar to micromodernist architecture, with a design made of full and empty spaces that can compose a sequence without the repetition of single modules being noticed.

Mirror Lines is a collection of six mirrors designed by Irene Goldberg and Pitsou Kedem, that are inspired by the geometrical agricultural landscape. Within the frame painted either in black nickel or pearl nickel, next to the light reflected by the mirrors, decorative inserts in different materials stand out: Guatemala marble, matt white Carrara Marble, onyx or brass, the latter with an iridescent effect.

The perfect lines of Metodo low table, designed by Leonardo Talarico, immediately catch the eye. This product originates from meticulous research and a process of semantic reduction to the essential lines.

Two circles are placed on perpendicular planes to create the object – a sharp graphic sign in the space. It is made of iron sheet, in black nickel, shadow grey or matt white colours.

Minima 3.0 system renews itself with many new features: now it can reach 4 meter height, integrate led lighting and the new finishings in silk nickel and shadow grey, in addition to sideboards, fixed wall elements and floor-ceiling bookcase.

Finally, to celebrate the 10th anniversary of Tense and Flow, the collection was enriched with the new Tense Curve and Tense Outdoor, a chair in steel rod and a leather version. In Tense, Curve, the rectangular top dulls at the corners to welcome and encourage relationships among people. Tense Outdoor allows this icon to be experienced also en plain air.

Flow collection now also includes the Flow Filo version in welded steel rods that mould volume by enhancing its timeless shape, and Flow Leather, padded and completely upholstered.

MDF Italia also renewed other iconic products: Aiku, with a new stool, 20.Venti in the home version, Neil armchair in the new Twist variant, S Table and Rock table, with new finishes.
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1. Tense Curve table by Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga
2. Tense Curve table by Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga
3. Tense Outdoor table by Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga
4. Tense Material bench, coffee and low table by Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga
5. Minima 3.0 sideboard by Metrica design Bruno Fattorini
6. Minima 3.0 sideboard by Metrica design Bruno Fattorini
7. Minima 3.0 sketch by Metrica design Bruno Fattorini
8. Minima 3.0 sketch by Metrica design Bruno Fattorini
9. 20.Venti high table by 967ARCH
10. 20.Venti high table by 967ARCH
11. 20.Venti home desk by 967ARCH
12. Rock table new top by Jean-Marie Massaud
13. Rock table new top by Jean-Marie Massaud
14. Stable new finish by Xavier Lust
15. Neil Twist indoor and outdoor armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
16. Neil Twist indoor and outdoor armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
17. Neil Twist indoor and outdoor armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
18. Metodo low table by Leonardo Talarico
19. Metodo low table by Leonardo Talarico
20. Flow Leather slim armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
21. Flow Leather slim armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
22. Flow Filo slim armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
23. Flow Filo slim armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud
24. Mirror Lines mirror by Irene Goldberg & Pitsou Kedem
25. Mirror Lines mirror by Irene Goldberg & Pitsou Kedem
26. Qubit bookcase by Victor Vasilev
27. Qubit bookcase by Victor Vasilev
28. Qubit bookcase by Victor Vasilev
29. Qubit bookcase by Victor Vasilev
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